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Shuchita Rao is with Sanjoy Banerjee and Hindole Majumdar.
April 27, 2018 ·

Pandit Sanjoy Banerjee of the Kirana Gharana (disciple of the late Pandit
A.T. Kanan and Vidushi Smt. Malabika Kanan) gave a masterful
performance at Learnquest Baithak this evening. Commencing with
traditional khyaal “Kaun Gat Bhayi” in Raga Bageshri in vilambit ektaal
followed by drut ektaal composition “Apni garaj pakad leeni baiyyan”,
Pandit Banerjee drew listeners in with his emotion laden swar lagaav,
systematic, Merukhand patterns infused vistaar, sargam and aakaar taans
within a very short time. Two compositions in teentaal and ektaal in Raga
Bihaag (first one with an interesting landing of taar rishabh on the sum)
came next and were decorated with bol-alaaps, attractive sargam and
aakaar taans. Short compositions in Raga Des, a Chaturang based on
Raga Kedaar and a Meera Bhajan in Pahadi were presented post
intermission. Great command on the voice in three octaves, ability to
integrate short super-fast taans with alaaps in controlled tempo, taut
delivery of compositions and the skill to portray the essence of a raga in a
very short time were the attractive features of Pandit Banerjeeʼs
performance. Shri Hindole Majumdar on the tabla and Shri Anirban
Chakrabarty on the harmonium were in their element and provided
commendable accompaniment to Pandit Banerjee. What an enjoyable
evening! Many thanks to the artists and the organizers.
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Deepak Raja Fine performance. Thoroughbred.
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Sanjoy Banerjee replied · 1 Reply
Sunny Thakkar Wah. Thank you for the beautiful write up. You
are lucky to hear Sanjoy da! I went to a sitar concert tonight with
Indro Roy Choudhary and he too played Raag Bageshri & Raag
Desh. He ended with Bhairavi :)
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Shuchita Rao replied · 1 Reply
Chandana Sengupta Congratulations
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Anjan Saha Congratulations
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Indranil Sarkar Any video clippings available? Would love to
listen...
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Rakhi Bose Mind bellowing dada. Send any video clips.
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